CATEGORY: NGO AWARD FOR GOOD GOVERNANCE

Description
Over the last few years the Energy Chamber of Trinidad and Tobago has been awarding NGOs in the area of good governance. This is based on our completed project on Improving Corporate Governance in T&T and the resources developed.

In an effort for a more effective process we are asking NGOs/CSOs to complete our web based on-line corporate governance assessment tool. The tool comprises 24 short multiple choice questions and assesses your current level of corporate governance based on our Maturity Framework guide. As you access the tool you will be asked some basic questions about your organisation, you are then asked to select you organisation type and then you can proceed to answer the questions. You will be instantly scored online and the results should be sent to you. If you do not receive your results please contact ariane@energy.tt

The Process
The results will be pooled and the organisation scoring the highest mark will be deemed the winner of the NGO Award for Good Governance. A vignette will be done for the winning NGO, the award will be presented at the Energy Conference where your vignette will be show cased to the over 700 delegates in attendance.

How to apply?
To access the online assessment tool please visit our corporate governance website now at http://www.cgovtt.info/eforms/ectt-corpgov-survey-v3/9/ and begin the corporate governance assessment tool.

Please access the tool in an internet explorer browser if you can.